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A Brief Biography: When asked if his ability is a gift granted to only a few, Bob Cassidy will just shake his head and smile. He knows only too well that it took nearly twenty years of hard work to develop the skills which seem to come to him so naturally on stage. A native of Kearny, New Jersey, Cassidy entered the world of show business at the age of 12, appearing on television’s “Original Amateur Hour” as a magician. Eventually, he financed his bachelor’s and doctoral degrees through performances for fraternal organizations and area night clubs. Majoring in English literature, the Vietnam war interrupted his studies. Since he couldn’t take his trunks of magic equipment overseas, he developed an act in which he displayed his virtually photographic memory and a remarkable sense of intuition. It was during this time that he began an in-depth study of the powers of the mind which led to the creation of the mentalism demonstration he presents today. After leaving the service, Bob completed his education and went to work performing on cruise ships, where he honed his skills and introduced entirely new concepts to the art of mentalism. Two hundred cruises later he would write three books on the principles he developed during this period of his performing career. Since 1978 Bob has performed at nightclubs and showplaces throughout the country. In 1982 he shocked audiences with a telepathic version of Russian Roulette in which he could detect, while blindfolded and without touching them, which of four pistols was not loaded. The selected weapon was place to his head and fired. Of course he had chosen the empty gun. Later that same year, while wearing a stainless steel blindfold and using only his memory to guide him, he drove a borrowed Mercedes at high speed through a human obstacle course at the St. Louis Playboy Club. These stunts led to his first invitation to perform at Hollywood’s famed Magic Castle, where he has lectured to his peers and entertained on a regular basis. While his experiences and educational background have made him a firm believer in psychic phenomena, he does not claim to use psychic abilities in his demonstrations. “ESP,” he states, “is not an ability which we can rely upon to be convincingly displayed from the stage.” Instead, he claims that his startling performances of thought reading are simply the result of the applied principals of mentalism, psychology and lateral thinking. 1



“It’s not a gift at all,” he’ll tell you. “Any child can do it . . . With twenty years practice.” MIND GAMES- PART ONE



The Instant Memorization of Objects, Lists and Playing Cards By Bob Cassidy



Those who have seen my performances will know that I generally conclude by apparently memorizing a thoroughly shuffled deck of cards in less than fifteen seconds. The feat, except for the extreme speed at which I can usually visualize the cards, is well within the reach of anyone with normal mental abilities. The ability to remember playing cards is, of course, very valuable to gamblers, cheats, and professional magicians. But the very same principles will enable you to memorize anything you desire. Shopping lists, phone numbers, passwords (and God knows we have a lot of those around nowadays)---- ANYTHING at all. In the art of memory, or, as it is technically called, mnemonics, the two basic principles are visualization and association--- the ability to actually SEE an image in the minds eye and to associate that image with the information to be memorized. (I know this sounds complicated, but it is actually quite easy as you will soon see.) Since the images I create are exaggerated, and often ridiculous, they are instantly burned into what is called short-term memory. Having visualized the image, I can instantly move onto another, knowing that each previous image will still be locked in my mind. Were it necessary for me to retain the information permanently, a daily review of the images, or associations, would transfer it into long-term memory. In other words, I would no longer need the image associations. The information would be truly memorized.



M Lesson One- LEARNING TO LINK Your first lesson in mnemonics is a simple one. When you are through, you will never need to carry a shopping list again-- yet you won’ forget anything you needed. But before proceeding, take a few minutes to try the following test. First, get a pencil and paper. Look over this list of objects for exactly one minute. No more. When the minute is up, close the 2



booklet and try to write down as many of the objects as you remember. Don’t cheat or peak. Here is the list: cigar barrel sailboat wristwatch beer bottle Chevy Blazer canoe pocket knife Jell-O the Grand Coulee Dam Ace of Hearts drivers license telephone headset television set



AFTER ONE MINUTE CLOSE THE BOOKLET. WRITE DOWN THE ITEMS YOU REMEMBER AND THEN CHECK BACK TO SEE HOW WELL YOU DID.



M There were fifteen items on the list. How many did you remember? If you have an average memory, you probably got about 60 to 70 percent. But even if you only scored 10 percent, I guarantee that if you follow along with me, you will score ONE-HUNDRED PERCENT on this or any other list of objects. Not only that, you will do it in less than half the time! We are going to make visual images of the objects and then LINK them together. Since a chain is only as strong as its weakest link, it is very important that the images and links be dramatic and highly visual. Here is how it works: The first object on the list was “cigar.” That is what you will visualize now---close your eyes and imagine that you see yourself, or someone you know wearing a giant cigar around the neck as if it was a necktie. (There is a reason for associating the first object with a necktie that will be explained later.) Be sure you see the image. You might even want to see smoke coming out of the cigar causing 3



the wearer to cough. What you DON’T want to do is make an obvious or logical association. If you simply pictured yourself smoking a cigar, you will have a logical association that will not jump into your mind the way a visual and ridiculous association will. We will now LINK the cigar to the next object on the list - “barrel.” Smoking a cigar is a poor association because it is logical---smoking a barrel, or trying to heft one up and light it is a ridiculous association which, if visualized, will be burned into the mind. Remember, you must actually “see” the image in your minds eye. See yourself smoking the barrel. You can now dismiss that image from your mind. Trust me, if you actually visualized it, it will come back to you later when you need it. Now let’s look at the next object on the list- “sailboat.” Why not see yourself setting out to see on a giant barrel adorned with a sail. Or something similarly ridiculous to link “barrel” and “sailboat.” You should have the idea by now. The next step will be to link “sailboat” with “wristwatch.” (It’s frightening to see a flotilla of sailboats floating around your wrist where your watch is supposed to be, isn’t it? It’s also a link you won’t forget. Visualize it and then put is out of your mind as you make the next link. The remainder of the links are up to you. Your personal imagery, as long as it is dramatic and/or ridiculous, will be far more effective than any images I can create for you. Just be sure you actually SEE each image in your mind before moving on to the next link. Got the idea?? Then take the test again. During the minute you look at the list, visually link the objects together. Remember- the first image is of you or someone you know wearing a cigar around the neck as if it were a necktie. When the minute is up, close the booklet and you will find that you are able to write ALL of the objects down IN ORDER. Try it now, before proceeding to the next lesson.



M Lesson 2 THE PEG SYSTEM. The link system you just learned contains the most important principles of mnemonics- visualization and association. You can, and should, use this system the next time you write up a shopping list. Then leave the list at home and go shopping. It’s an excellent way to practice. In fact- almost all of the memory principles can be practiced as you go about your day to day routine. 4



Be imaginative, link random things together just for the fun of it. The list you just remembered is now stored in your short term memory. If you were to go over the list every day for the next few days, you would find that you didn’t need the links or images anymore. You would just “know” the list as it will now be stored in your long term, or permanent memory. Shopping lists, though, unless you buy the same things every week, are not something that require permanent recall. So if you stop using the list, it will fade away in a day or two, or when you have replaced it with a new list. The one weak spot, though, in the links system is the possibility of creating just one weak link. A poorly visualized or logical link might sneak into your list (especially when you are first learning.) If you can’t recall that link or image, it is likely that you won’t be able to retrieve the rest of the list. I call this a “Brain Crash.” Close all windows, reboot your brain and hope for the best. Or, master the PEG SYSTEM instead. In this system we will number each object on the list and then link each object to its number instead of to the next item on the list. If you have a bad link on number 7, for example, it will have no effect on the objects linked to the other numbers. Numbers!! How do you visualize numbers? It is a good question because numbers are abstract and are not easily visualized. The answer is simple. You will now learn to convert numbers to letters (specifically, consonant sounds) and then form those sounds into words. Those words will describe OBJECTS which are easily visualized, as you already know. You must truly memorize just ten things in order to master the rest of the art of memory. You must learn the sounds which represent each number. Even this is easier than it sounds because I will give you some simple associations to make the job easier for you. We only need remember sounds for each of the digits from 1 to 9 and also for zero- just those ten things. If you read the following carefully, and visualize when I ask you to, you will find that you will have the list just about memorized by the time you’re done reading. Recall the sounds over the next few days and they will burned into your mind forever, and you will be well on your way to developing a super power memory. The digit “1" (one) sounds like a “t” or a “d.” “T” and “d” are sounds that are formed by the mouth and tongue exactly the same way--- the difference is that we voice the letter “d” and the “t” is not voiced-- it is simply a little explosion of air caused by the tongue coming off the roof of the mouth just behind the front teeth. A “d” is formed the same way except it is “voiced-” your vocal cords vibrate at the same time as the tongue is moved.
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There are two alternate sounds for the digit “1" so that you will have more choices when you later form words from the sounds. And remember, we are really talking about the SOUNDS the letters make, not the letters themselves. An easy way to remember that the digit “1" is represent by a t or d is to remember that BOTH of those letters are formed with ONE downstroke. The digit “2" is represented by the letter (sound) “N.” Just remember that the letter “N” has TWO angles in it. “3" is represented by “M.” (THREE angles in this one!) “4" is represented by the sound “R.” FouRRRR -- sounds like “R,” doesn’t it? “5" is represented by the “L” sound. “L” is the Roman numeral for fifty- that’s one way to remember the association. “6" is represented by “sh” as in Shoe, “”ch” as in “chew,” or by a soft “G” or a “J”- as in “George” or “Justice.” These are alternated sounds, but all are formed by the mouth and tongue in identical fashion. If you remember that a drunken cowboy fires his “Shix Shooter,” you should have no problem with this association. “7" is a little trickier. The sound is “K,” or a hard “C” as in “Clock.” If you look at a “K” sideways you might notice that it is formed with two 7's, one frontwards and one backwards. “8" is represented by “F” or “V” (same mouth and tongue position, only the “V” is voiced.” I think of a V8 engine. “9" is represented by a “P” or “B”. Turn a “9" backwards and you have a “P.” Turn it upside down and it is a “b.” “0" is the easiest. “S” or “Z.”----- As in “Zero!” And that’s it- the only list you have to truly memorized and store in long-term memory. You probably have most of it remembered already. Close the booklet for a minute and see if you can remember the sounds associated with each of the then digits. If you have stayed with me so far, and have honestly tried to imagine and link in the proper way, you are just about ready for the big payoff--- the key to memorizing anything. The consonant sounds you have remembered will now be converted into obvious words. The words represent easily visualized objects to which you will LINK the information you wish to remember. 6



The object for number 1 is “Tie.” The only consonant sound is “t,” we don’t care about vowels and simply ignore them. Also-- we only care about the SOUNDS in the word, not necessarily the way the word is spelled. (Now you know why I insisted you used an image of a neck TIE in your first memory test. It associates the object- in that case a cigar- with the number 1.) You associate the object with TIE by seeing it worn around the neck-- like a tie!! The word for 2 is “Noah.” The only consonant heard in the word is “N.” (The “H” is silent, so we ignore it.) Imagine that you see Noah sailing on your object instead of his ark. 3 is “Ma.” Associate the object with “yo mama.” 4 is “Rye.” Visualize the object being poured from a bottle of rye, or associate with a loaf of rye bread. Whatever works best for you. 5 is “Law.” I visualize the object walking down the street in a policeman (the Law) uniform. 6 is “Shoe.” Picture yourself wearing the object on your feet, like a pair of shoes. 7 is “Cow” (the hard “K” sound). Picture the object hanging from the bottom of the cow instead of its udders. 8 is “iVy” (the “v” is the only consonant sound. The fact that it is the second letter is irrelevant.) Picture thousands of the object growing all over the side of a building-- like ivy! 9 is “Bee.” Millions of your object are swarming out of a beehive and chasing you!! 10 is “Toes.” ( the “t” stands for 1 and the “s” stands for zero.) Here are the keywords all the way up to 52. You can make your own list into the thousands if you like. Most of us in the memory business have done just that. Just make sure that the images associated with each word do not conflict with other images in your number list-- that could cause later confusion. Also-- after you’ve learned these PEG WORDS never, ever, change them. That is a guaranteed road to eventual confusion.



11- tot 12- tin 13- tomb 14- tire



22- nun 23- name 24- Nero 25- nail 7



15- towel 16- dish 17- tack 18- dove 19- tub 20- nose 21- net



26- notch 27- neck 28- navy 29- nib 30- moose 31- meat 32- moon 33- mummy



34- mare 35- mail 36- match 37- mike (microphone) 38- movie 39- mop 40- rose 41- rat 42- ruin 43- ram 44- rear (your butt!)



45- rail 46- roach 47- rake 48- roof 49- rope 50- lace 51- lite 52- loon



Learn to visually associate the items you wish to memorize with their numbers on the list and you have mastered the MAJOR KEY to mnemonics--- the PEG system. (It’s called that because each object is hung on a peg- the keyword.)



M Lesson 3 PLAYING CARDS Like numbers, playing cards are abstract and those not easy to remember by rote memory. By turning each card into an easily visualized image, they are memorized as simply as any other list of objects. Here are the rules for converting playing card names to images: All Clubs will be represented by words beginning with the letter “C.” The next sound in the word will represent the value of the card.
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Spades, similarly, are represented by objects beginning with the letter “S”. Diamond and Heart words begin with “D” or “H” respectively. There are only a few exceptions to the rule concerning value. The first concerns the aces. Each ace is simply represent by it’s suit- IE. An ace of clubs is visualized as a caveman’s club. An ace of hearts is simply a heart. The ace of spades is a shovel (spade) and the ace of diamonds is a diamond. The other few exceptions relate to certain picture cards. The queen of hearts is simply the “queen.” (Visualize a queen.) The king of clubs is just the “king.” The other picture card words begin with the suit letter and RHYME with the value. Example-- The jack of clubs is a “crack.” (Starts with “c” and rhymes with “jack.” Here is the complete object list for a deck of cards. Using the techniques you have already learned, master the image for each card. Having done that you will be able to memorize the order of a pack of cards simply by associating the image of each card with its numerical position in the deck. Those, of course, are represent by the key words you learned in the previous lesson. If the four of diamonds was the first card in the pack, you would simply visualize the word representing the four of diamonds and associate it with the peg representing number one. The four of diamonds, as you will see from the list is a “Door.” (D means diamond and R means 4) Number one is represented by a tie. Picture yourself wearing a door around you neck instead of a tie, and you have memorized the first card and its position. With about a weeks practice, after which you will instantly know the number and playing card values without having to think about them, you will find that you can memorize the entire deck of cards in about a minute and a half. (I modestly remind you that I do it in less than 30 seconds- but that is only because I’ve been using this system for nearly 35 years and it is completely second nature to me. There is nothing unusual about my brain, nor do I consider my self to be a prodigy or genius. There is nothing I do that you cannot duplicate with sufficient exercise and practice.) Here, then, is the playing card list of objects.



Clubs A- club 2- can 3- comb 4- core



Hearts A- heart 2- hen 3- ham 4- hare 9



5- coal 6- cash 7- cake 8- cave 9- cab 10- case* Jack- crack Queen- cream King- king



5- hail 6- hash 7- hog 8- hoof 9- hoop 10- hose* Jack- hack Queen- queen King- hinge



Spades A- spade 2- sun 3- sum 4- sore 5- sail 6- sash 7- sock 8- safe 9- sub (-marine) 10- suds Jack- sack Queen- steam King- sing (singer)



Diamonds A- diamond 2- den 3- dam 4- door 5- doll 6- dash 7- dock 8- dive (as in diver) 9- deb (debutante) 10- dose* Jack- drag Queen- dream King- drink



I know that some of the picture cards rhymes are pretty bad, but that is one reason you won’t have much trouble remembering them. Aberrations, like exaggerated images, are easy to remember. *- Note that for three of the four tens, we don’t bother with the digit “1." The zero sound (s or z) is sufficient to remind us that the card is a ten.
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Lesson 4- HOW TO KNOW WHICH CARDS HAVE BEEN PLAYED. I begin this section with an admission-- anyone who has seen me perform knows that I claim to memorize an entire pack of cards at the end of each show. But if you pay close attention, you will see that I don’t really do that at all. I simply have the pack thoroughly shuffled by several spectators. I then look at about half of the deck and hand them to a volunteer. I don’t look at the other half, I just give them to another spectator. I ask each of them to divide their cards into suits. While they are doing that, I explain that if I have remembered the cards in the half I looked at, I will know, by simple elimination, which cards remain in the other half. If it was a card game and the cards I looked at represented the cards already played, I would also know which cards remained in play. This is much faster than memorizing a deck in order. I simply have to know which cards I have seen and which cards I have not seen. I don’t need the peg system for this- just the card images. As I look at each card in half of the pack, I simply visualize myself destroying the object associated with each card. In other words, I see the four of diamonds and see myself smashing the door. (The door is the word for 4 of diamonds) Later, if I go through the whole deck in my mind, any of the images that are not destroyed are the cards I did not see. Try this at home. Shuffle a pack and remove five cards without looking at them. Look through the rest of the pack just one time. Mentally destroy all of the objects you see. Now mentally go through the entire deck, suit by suit, and you will see five images that remain intact. Those represent the cards you haven’t seen. Master this and you’ll cause a sensation whenever you perform it. It seems completely impossible and you will be credited with a phenomenal memory. But we know better, don’t we? You’ve just mastered the science of memory.



ABOUT THE SHOW “...Bob Cassidy is , above all, an entertainer. He also reads minds. 11



The combination of the two has resulted in a unique performance which has been acclaimed throughout the United States by audiences and critics alike. Cassidy prepares nothing in advance with his audiences. In fact, the very first time that he meets them is when he walks on stage. Yet, despite this, he is able to tell them things about themselves that only they could know. Think of any word in the English language. He will tell you what it is. Think of a friend you haven’t seen in years. He will tell you the name. Walk to the other side of the room, turn your back and draw a picture. He will duplicate it. Shunning the props and thingamajigs that we’ve come to expect from so called “mind reading acts,” Cassidy leaves you with the impression that you’ve just witness the impossible (or , at least, the highly unlikely.)...” “Music Master,”- Portland, Oregon (used with permission)



Bob Cassidy The Mind Reader for the Millennium® As seen at Hollywood’s famed Magic Castle



B



ob Cassidy is THE Master Mind Reader.



Acclaimed as one of America's foremost psychological entertainers, Bob Cassidy's performing credentials range from Holland America Cruises and Hollywood's famed Magic Castle to corporate banquets, universities and trade shows. A professional entertainer for twenty-five years, Cassidy has the unique ability to convince any audience that he can read their innermost thoughts. In the process he amazes and entertains them in a performance never to be forgotten. In fact, complete audience participation makes everyone a star of the show. Visit the Master Mindreader at www.mastermindreader.com.
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